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Abstract. The structural homogeneity and degree of perfection inherent to mosaic Ge:Sb
samples were investigated. The modified methods for analyzing diffraction images of
backscattered electrons (Kikuchi patterns) were used to reduce the influence of instrumental
factors. The root-mean-square deformations in the local regions of separate grains and at
the boundaries between them were determined using the value of the spatial frequency of
the energy spectrum of two-dimensional Fourier transform of Kikuchi patterns. It is shown
that the maximum values of deformations (∼3.5⋅10–3) are typical for local regions, which
are usually located at the boundaries between subgrains. X-ray studies confirm obtained
values of root-mean-square deformations.
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Nowadays, there are a large number of different
methods for studying defect system and structure of
mono- or polycrystalline crystal materials [9-21]. In
particular, the method of electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD or the Kikuchi method) is efficient for determining local structural homogeneity of monocrystalline
materials, polycrystalline films and multilayer structures
[13-21] and also makes it possible to determine
crystallographic orientation of grains and angular
orientation between them [13, 18]. At the same time,
using the X-ray methods one can determine the
integrated values of strain, angular misorientation
between individual fragments of the structure, bending
radius of atomic planes etc. [9, 11].
In this paper, a modified method for analyzing
EBSD images (Kikuchi patterns) was used to study the
planar structural homogeneity of mosaic Ge:Sb crystals.
The analysis of parameters of the energy spectrum of a
two-dimensional Fourier transformation in this method
was performed for determining the root-mean-square
deformations in the local regions of individual grains and

1. Introduction
Germanium is one of the most widespread materials for
detectors in the infrared spectral range, which is due to
good combination of optical, mechanical, physical,
chemical, and technological properties [1-5]. Nowadays,
Ge doped with Na or Sb with the concentrations n =
1×1013…5×1014 cm–3 has promising applications in
electronics and optics [6]. At the same time, there is a
decrease in crystal transparency in the infrared spectral
range of radiation outside of this range of concentrations,
in particular, when n < 1×1013 cm–3, the transparency
decreases due to absorption of radiation during carrier
transition between the subbands of the valence band, and
at the concentrations above n > 5×1014 cm–3 due to the
increased scattering of radiation by free electrons [6-8].
In most cases, Ge:Sb crystals are heterogeneous and
mosaic. The reason for this can be the heterogeneous
distribution of impurities, high dislocation densities, as
well as the presence of residual thermoelastic stresses
caused by the applied crystal growth technology.
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at the boundaries between them [20]. At the same time,
investigation were carried out using high-resolution
X-ray diffractometry to obtain the integral characteristics
of the structural perfection of Ge:Sb samples.
2. Objects of research
The technology of obtaining Ge:Sb is described in the
paper [6]. Polycrystalline Ge was used as an initial
material. Growing the sample was carried with the device
like “Redmet-10M” by pulling the melt out by using a
single-crystal seed. An alloy of Ge with Sb was added to
the starting material placed in a graphite pot and melted
at the temperature 970 °C. The rate of pulling the crystal
from the melt was 1.0 mm/min. The concentration of
electrically active dopant atoms in the crystals was
(4…6)×1013 cm–3. The presence of Sb impurities was
determined using a neutron activation analysis.

a)

3. Experimental part
Experimental studies of mosaic Ge:Sb samples were
carried out using the Panalytical Philips X’Pert PRO
diffractometer for CuKα1 radiation and scanning electron
microscope Zeiss EVO-50 with CCD detector.
3.1. X-ray diffractometry
A high-resolution set with a parabolic mirror, located
behind the X-wave tube with CuKα1 radiation, followed
by a four-crystal monochromator Bartels (4×Ge220) and
a point detector with a triple crystal analyzer (3×Ge220)
was used for X-ray studies. The difference between the
primary beam and the angular acceptance of the crystal
analyzer used before the detector was ∆αi,f ≈ 12 angular
seconds.
Fig. 1a shows reciprocal space maps (RSM)
obtained for one of the largest Ge grain with asymmetric
reflection. The cross-sections of RSM (along Qx axis,
which corresponds to the rocking curve, and along Qz
axis, which corresponds to the diffraction curve) are
analyzed to obtain more detailed information about the
defective structure of the samples.
The presence of additional peaks on the RSM
(Fig. 1a) and on the rocking curve Ih(ω) (Fig. 2) indicates
the presence of separate blocks, and peaks’ intensity and
distance between them – the size and angular orientation.
In particular, the misorientation (tilt) between the largest
blocks is 1…3°. The blocks are imperfect, since all the
maxima are characterized by a significant angular
FWHM, which on average has the order of hundreds angular seconds. The lattice parameter of the largest grain
is a = 5.6577 Å. The diffuse part of RSM Ih(ω, 2θ–ω) of
the main grain is shifted to the negative region along Qz
axis. This may indicate a slight tensile strain in the block.
The change of rocking curve FWHM is caused by
the structural imperfections of crystal, angular width of
reflection of monochromator and sample, and geometric
factors [10, 11]. Determination of the contribution of
each component to the change in the shape of the rocking
curve can be carried out in different ways. If the shape of
Ih(ω) is described by the Gaussian distribution, then the

b)
Fig. 1. Sample Ge:Sb, CuKα1 224 reflection. Reciprocal space
map, built in the coordinates of scanning angles ω and 2θ (a),
and a part of the topographic image of Ge structure from
EBSD (b).

Fig. 2. Experimental rocking curve Ih(ω), CuKα1 224 reflection.
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influence of the defective component, which depends on
the density of dislocations and stacking faults WG, is
determined from the equation [10, 22]:
2
Wexp = WG2 + Wtheor
,

where Wtheor =

(1)

2C χ h

, χh is the Fourier component of
sin 2θ
crystal polarization, C – polarization factor. In particular,
for 224 reflexes Wtheor = 10.98″, Wexp = 43.15″.
Eq. (1) gives a quantitative estimation of the
physical increase of FWHM of the rocking curve (WG)
due to the integral effect of various types of defects in the
crystal, including dislocations. In the case of a chaotic
dislocation distribution, which occurs in real crystals, the
average dislocation density can be estimated from the
equation [22]:

a)

WG2
(2)
r2 ,
9b
r
where b is the Burgers vector of dislocation.
The estimated dislocation density for studied Ge:Sb
sample, obtained from Eq. (2), is NG ~ 3.0×106 сm–2. It
results in the average relative deformation in a separate
block ε x ≈ 8.7×10–4. This ε x value can be explained by
the presence of a wide complex of defects, as well as, in
particular, by the difference in values of the covalent Ge
and Sb radii, which are equal to 1.22 and 1.38 Å,
respectively. It can lead to formation of a significant
amount of micro-inhomogeneities (for example, spherical
or prismatic forms of cluster formations) in the crystal
bulk and cause fragmentation under certain technological
conditions (in particular, with a temperature gradient that
is non-uniform along crystallization front and, as a result,
an inhomogeneous impurity distribution).
It should be noted that the estimated values of NG
do not quite correlate with the results of work [6], where
the dislocation density is ~ 2.4×105 cm–2 for the same
Ge:Sb samples obtained from metallographic studies.
NG =

b)
Fig. 3. a) Part (1242×1210 µm) of cathodoluminescent image of
Ge surface. Markers indicate the areas No 1 – No 7 and etalon
area No 0 (E), for which Kikuchi patterns were obtained;
b) Kikuchi pattern of etalon area E. The markers indicate the
indices of zone axes and the nodes between which the intensity
profiles of the Kikuchi bands were determined.

In particular, the comparison of the Kikuchi images
No 1 – No 7 with the etalon image (E) was performed
using the genetic algorithms [20, 23, 24]. Since the
degree of blurring of the Kikuchi patterns obtained from
different regions of the crystal varies significantly, it was
expedient to analyze the Kikuchi patterns using the
methods of two-dimensional Fourier transform and the
Fourier energy spectrum [20]. Image processing was
performed with MatLab software [25, 26].
Crystal deformations ∆d /d (Fig. 4) (relative changes
of interplanar distances) can be determined analyzing the
area changes under the Kikuchi band intensity profile εS,
and on the basis of radial distributions PR of Kikuchi
image energy spectra [20, 24]. Deformations εT and εA
are found through the changes of average radial period
Tr (3) and the radial distribution area SPR (4) of the radial
distribution PR, respectively:

3.2. The EBSD method (Kikuchi method)
Kikuchi images (Fig. 3b) were obtained for different
parts of the samples under study by using an electron
beam with the diameter close to 40 nm, the angle of
incidence was 70° (Fig. 3a).
The obtained diffraction patterns (Fig. 3b) confirm
the inhomogeneity and crystalline imperfection of the
sample. The part of the sample surface (Fig. 3a) has
grains of various sizes with a slight angular misorientation. Fig. 1b also shows separate grains with a higher
angular misorientation (>1°) between adjacent blocks.
The differences between the Kikuchi images for
different areas of the sample depend not only on the
structural characteristics of the crystals under study, but
also on the experimental conditions (displacement and
scaling in width and height, rotation, change in intensity
and contrast). The diffraction patterns pass several stages
of digital processing to exclude such an influence.

T
ε T = kT ⋅ ln  r 0
 Tr


 ,


 SP
ε A = k S ⋅ ln R
 SP
 RM


,



(3)

(4)
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where the coefficients kT = 4.33×10–3 and kS = 1.4×10–3
are chosen by minimization of the average square
difference between εА and εS; Tr are the average radial
periods for the regions No 1 – No 7; Tr 0 is the average
radial period for the etalon region No 0 (E); SPR are the
areas of radial distribution PR for the regions No 1 –
No 7; SPRM is the area for radial distribution PR for the
etalon region No 0 (E).
Values εT and εA in Fig. 4 are consistent with the
strain values εS, obtained on the basis of our analysis of
changes in the profiles of the bands. The lowest values of
εA, εT and εS are characteristic for local areas No 6 and
No 7. The highest – for local areas No 1, No 2 and No 3,
which, as a rule, are located on the borders (or near them)
between the subgrains (Fig. 3a). In particular, εS ≈
1.5×10–3, εA ≈ εT ~ 2.0×10–3 for the etalon area; εA ≈ εT≈
εS ~ 3.5×10–3 are the highest for area No 2; εA ≈ εT ≈ εS ~
0.5×10–4 are the lowest for area No 7. In general, it is
confirmed by X-ray studies (Figs. 1a and 2).
The existing difference for the regions No 1 and
No 4 (Fig. 4) in the εT, εA and εS values can be explained
by different approaches to their definition. The value εS is
more influenced by anisotropy in the distribution of
deformations, since it is associated not only with changes
in the geometry of the bands as well as with their
crystallographic orientation [24]. In our case, εS values
shows that the Kikuchi band profiles are the least blurred
in regions No 1 and No 4 and close in their shape to the
same ones from the etalon region (E).
At the same time, satisfactory consistency between
these εT, εA and εS values in Fig. 4 shows that the
complex use of various approaches during the analysis of
Kikuchi images increases the reliability of the obtained
results and indicates the prospect of using the Fourier
energy spectrum.

Consequently, the complex use of the methods of
high-resolution X-ray diffraction and EBSD method to
determine the degree of structural perfection of mosaic
Ge:Sb allows us to get not only the value of averaged
deformations and the limits of angular misorientation
between individual fragments, but also to obtain the
distribution of average strain values in separate blocks
and at the boundaries between them, and also to reveal
crystallographic directions with the smallest (or largest)
values of averaged deformations.
4. Conclusions
1. The complex use of the methods based on high
resolution X-ray diffractometry and modified method for
analyzing the parameters of the energy spectrum of a
two-dimensional Fourier transformation for the Kikuchi
patterns create additional opportunities for determination
of the influence of technological parameters on the
structural homogeneity and the degree of perfection of
mosaic and polycrystalline specimens.
2. The estimated values of dislocation densities
obtained by the analysis of RSM and rocking curve of
Ge:Sb samples are NG ~ 3.0×106 cm–2. This density of
dislocations causes the average relative deformation –
ε x ≈ 8.7×10–4 in a single block. The same values of
averaged deformations (in order) are obtained from the
analysis of Kikuchi images by various methods.
3. The value of the spatial frequency of the radial
distributions of the energy spectrum is calculated for the
whole image, which reduces the influence of the
distortions of the experimental Kikuchi patterns and
makes it possible to determine the difference in the value
of root-mean-square deformations in the local regions of
individual grains and at the boundaries of their division
more precisely. The lowest values of εA, εT and εS are
characteristic for local areas No 6 and No 7. The highest
– for local areas No 1, No 2 and No 3, which, as a rule,
are located on the borders (or near them) between the
subgrains (Fig. 3a). In particular, εS ≈ 1.5×10–3, εA ≈ εT ~
2.0×10–3 for the etalon area; εA ≈ εT≈ εS ~ 3.5×10–3 are the
highest for area No 2; εA ≈ εT ≈ εS ~ 0.5×10–4 are the
lowest for area No 7.
4. The average deformations εT and εA calculated on
the basis of the analysis of the energy spectrum parameters correlates well with the values of deformations εS,
obtained on the basis of the Kikuchi band profiles. The
complex use of various approaches to the analysis of
Kikuchi images increases reliability of the obtained data.
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